Abstract. This very rough sketch is a sequel to [16] ; it presents evidence that the 'motivic' group of multiplicative automorphisms of lifts of the functors K(n) to cohomology theories over valuation rings O L of local number fields, indexed by Lubin-Tate groups of such fields, are extensions
Conventions and inadequacies Among other things, a left group action (g, x) → gx may be confused, e.g. for symmetry in displays, with the corresponding right action (x, g) → g −1 x. Similarly, homology may mean cohomology, represented may mean corepresented, and gradings may be suppressed for notational convenience. Things are sometimes claimed for general local number fields but are (sketchily) discussed only in the unramified case. Boldface type will be inconsistently used to distinguis spectra from the (co)homology theories they (co)represent . . . Acknowledgements and thanks to Mona Merling, Xiyuan Wang, Tobias Barthel, Vitaly Lorman, and Apurv Nakade for their interest and encouragement! § I : Constructions involving formal groups 1.1 Let Φ be a one-dimensional formal group law of height n < ∞ over a finite field k of characteristic p. In 1966 Lubin and Tate constructed a formal affine scheme
parametrizing lifts of Φ (up to a certain notion of equivalence) to Artin local algebras with residue field k, and they showed that the pro-etale groupscheme Aut k (Φ) of automorphisms of Φ acts naturally and continuously (but not smoothly) on Spf E Φ , in the etale topology.
More recently Hopkins, Goerss, Miller, Rezk and others [9,19,. . . ] have constructed a periodic E ∞ ring spectrum E Φ with homotopy groups
(with v of degree two, corresponding to v n = v q−1 , see below) admitting Aut k (Φ) as group of multiplicative automorphisms 1 , with E 0 Φ (CP ∞ ) realizing the modular lift of Φ to E Φ .
Let F be a lift of Φ to a Lubin-Tate group (i.e. a formal W (k)-module) over W (k), thus classified by a homomorphism
of W (k)-algebras: the constructions below can be extended to the valuation rings of more general local number fields, but the unramified case illustrates the argument well enough. Note that the values F (u i ) lie in the maximal ideal of W (k), and so vanish mod p. The parameters u i are not canonical, and we can equally well describe E Φ as the algebra
In this new system of coordinates, the classifying map F sends the parameters v i to zero. 
1 That is, the profinite group Aut k (Φ) of automorphisms of Φ × k k defined over a On the other hand, the automorphism group Aut O (G) of a formal group G over the valuation ring O of a local number field is always commutative: for if
is an automorphism of G with coefficients in the valuation ring O (of an algebraic closure of the quotient field of O) then the tangent map α → α 0 ∈ O × must be injective, for otherwise α isn't invertible. In
Honda's example
Aside: When L is a ramified local field (i.e. properly containing a maximal unramified subfield W (k) ⊗ Q) the image Φ (over the residue field k, of a Lubin-Tate group F for L) has a modular lift defined over O L ⊗ W (k) E Φ , which is realized by the homotopy groups of a spectrum
a free A ∞ -algebra of finite rank over E Φ . I believe the constructions below work equally well using E F where appropriate; but because E ∞ structures do not play well with ramification (e.g. p-adic K-theory with a primitive pth root of unity adjoined to its ground ring does not take values in the the category of λ-rings) we can not expect E F to be an E ∞ ring spectrum.
1.2.1
The category of (one-dimensional) formal group laws and isomorphisms can be regarded as the simplicial affine scheme
defined by the action of a group object Γ on an object FG, interpreted as the functor
of points defined by the Lazard ring L, with Γ := Spec S the proalgebraic groupscheme of formal diffeomorphisms of the line at the origin, defined similarly by the commutative Hopf algebra
is the spectrum (in the algebraic sense) defined by the homotopy groups of the cosimplicial ring spectrum 
(or, dually, by thinking of E F * as taking values in a category of modules over a twisted group ring E F * Aut(Φ) , as in [6, 11] ).
Note that both maps send the ideal m F to m F⊗W H S(φ) .
1.2.2
In the category of sets, an action µ of a group G on a set X defines a similar simplicial object, and a map i : A → X defines a pulled-back isotropy groupoid
the two projections to A define an equivalence relation ∼ G on A, defining a groupoid with skeleton
Thus we can write (a little imprecisely)
1.2.3
This construction can be extended to categories of (affine, formal, . . . ) schemes by Yoneda's lemma, and because fiber products of affine schemes are represented by tensor products of their algebras of functions, the stabilizer groupoid-scheme is representable as a cosimplicial algebra. For example in this context the groupoid defined by a homomorphism F : L → O L is (co)represented by the Hopf algebroid When L is unramifield [16] , we can take F to be the formal group law with
i.e. with Araki generators v i = 0 if i > 0 and i = n, while v n = v q−1 , e.g. with v = 1 if we disregard the grading. §II Constructions involving ring spectra This section sketches a construction of a periodic spectrum
(in notation detailed below), which defines an A ∞ complex oriented spectrum with homotopy groups in the category of modules over O L ; but for simplicity I will usually take L to be unramified. The orientation defines a formal O L -module structure on K(L) 0 (CP ∞ ), with the group law defined by the Chern class being a Lubin-Tate formal group for L. This construction is classical, going back to work of Sullivan and Baas [2,15,22,23 . . . ], and is by now standard, cf e.g. [10 §3.3] . Indeed, this whole section may be overkill, but one of its points is to acknowledge great advances in our understanding of symmetric monoidal structures on categories of spectra (cf e.g. [8,14,. . . ]). A key tool is the analog for spectra of the spectral sequence for the (co)homology of the totalization of a simplicial space; another is the construction of the homotopy colimit of a diagram as the totalization of a simplicial object [7 §14.15] . The goal of this section is to frame the necessary constructions in terms of Koszul homology in commutative algebra.
2.1 Following §1.1, let F/O L be a Lubin-Tate group law, defined by the quotient homomorphism
] is generated by the regular sequence v * of parameters. Let v i : S 2(p i −1) → E F be the choice of a morphism representing v i , and write
for the endomorphism of E F defined by the product with v i .
At this point I will simplify notation by dropping the subscript F , so E F := E, with homotopy groups E * . Similarly, S 0 is better read as something like S 0 p ⊗ O L , with a Gal(L/L) -action as icing on the cake . . .
The classical Koszul complex
.28] associated to a commutative k-algebra A (with k a commutative ring, not necessarily a field) and a sequence a * = (a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ) of elements of A, is the graded commutative DGA defined as the product of elementary Koszul complexes
with multiplication by a as differential; E k (e) is the exterior algebra over k with one generator. This extends to graded commutative rings, assuming that the elements a i are homogeneous.
When A is concentrated in even degree and the sequence a * is regular, i.e. a i is not a zero-divisor in the quotient A/(a 1 , · · · , a i−1 ) (e.g. v * ∈ E * ), the homology of K A * (a * ) vanishes in positive grading, with zerodimensional homology A/(a * ); it is thus a resolution of this quotient by a commutative A-free DGA. In a nice symmetric monoidal category, e.g. of spectra, a sequence of 'elements' such as v * defines an analog
of the Koszul complex [8 V §2.6, 3.2; note that some restrictions apply]. Suppressing gradings for readability, the functor D(v) from the diagram category [0 → 1] sending the arrow to the endomorphism of E defined by v-multiplication has a commutative, associative multiplication
in the category of diagrams, i.e.
Similarly, interpreting E as a monoid in a suitable category of spectra, the diagram category In the case at hand, the homotopy groups of K(L) = |K E (v * )| are the abuttment of a spectral sequence with the algebraic Koszul complex
as first page: but since v * is regular, this is a resolution, and the spectral sequnce collapses to an isomorphism
subject, however, to the ambiguities (e.g. with respect to choice of representatives) noted above.
Recent work [10] of Hopkins and Lurie on Azumaya objects in spectra seems to have changed the geography of this subject. . . §III Cohomology automorphisms of K(L)
3.1
The spectral sequence used above to calculate the homotopy groups of |K E (v * )| can similarly be used to calculate its E * -homology, which can be identified with K(L) * (E). This spectral sequence has the algebraic Koszul complex K E * E (v * ) (with the v i acting as left multiplication) as its E 1 page; but
[For example, the co-operation ring K * K for classical p-adic topological K-theory [5, 11] is an algebra of continuous functions from
together with the spectral sequence for smash products of modulespectra [8 Theorem 6.4], which in our case has
as an E * -module resolution for K(L) * , we thus need to calculate the homology of the Koszul complex
is the image, under the (right unit) coaction map
of v i . But, following the remark in §1.1, the coefficients v i,α of
lie in the ideal m Φ = (v 1 , . . . , v n−1 ), and so vanish when mapped to K(L) * . Following §1.2.3, this identifies the E 2 page of the Tor spectral sequence as the homology of the complex
This is easy to calculate: it collapses to the tensor product of the Hopf algebroid
* representing the stabilizer groupoid of a Lubin-Tate group F L , with an exterior (Hopf) algebra on the free module
of rank n − 1 representing (normal) deformations, i.e. transverse to the orbit under the stabilizer action, of Spec O L in Spec E. With mod p coefficients
we recover the usual K(n) associated to the formal group law Φ, together with one additional generator for the exterior algebra of normal deformations, corresponding to the classical mod p Bockstein.
3.3 I believe that the A ∞ structure on K(L) defined in §2 implies that this is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebroids which collapses to an isomorphism of K(L) * K(L) with the 'derived' Hopf algebroid defined by an extension of the Hopf algebra representing the Lubin-Tate stabilizer groupoid of F , by the exterior Hopf O L -algebra of normal deformations. Alternately, writing Aut ⊗ (K(L)) for the groupscheme of automorphisms of the multiplicative cohomology theory K(L) * , we have an extension
with Spec E * interpreted as a (super) group object associated to a Z/2Z-graded exterior algebra. In particular, the conjecture is that there are moreover no extension problems in this collapsed spectral sequence. When n = 1 or 2 this is pretty obvious, but it is evidently beyond my ability to prove it in general.
